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Sunyata interpreted by Seng Zhao 
 

 The issue that Master Seng Zhao had to face was not about the soul or own-nature 

(Sva-bhāva) but about the wrong understanding of the ūnyatā as ‘Nihilism’, with 

the Chinese translations of Prajñāpāramitāsūtrās.  

The term, used in the translations was “Běnwú” which was misunderstood in many ways, 

and resulted in the origin of several philosophical traditions in China.  

 

‘ge yi fo jiao’. (格义佛教)  traditional Chinese terms for the original Buddhist concepts  

 

        Buddhism                                        Daoism 

       nibbana- “wu wei” (无为)               “wu wei” (无为)  

       paramita- “Dao xing”(道行)            “xing wu  dao de” (行无道德),  

                                                       

      Buddhism                                              Confucianism                                          

      five precepts “wu jie” (五戒)                “wu chang” (五常) etc 

 

   The meaning  of the term ‘Běn wú’ can be interpreted in two different  ways  as below: 

1. Initially or originally non-existence,  and II . Really non-existence. 

 

To correct this misinterpretation and misunderstanding of ūnyatā presented from 

the nihilistic point of view, master Shen Zhao reinterprets it (ūnyatā) in his book - 

‘Bu Zhen Kong Lun’.   

Then  Seng Zhao questions about the sayings of this Buddhist Sūtrās that ‘neither 

existence nor  non existence is it really non existence?  Does this mean nihilism? 

Therefore he wants to point out that the Buddhist concept of ūnyatā does not mean 

merely nothingness or nihilism. So he tried to reveal the real meaning of ūnyatā and 

wrote   this Bu Zheng Kong Lun which means Unreal Voidness.   

 

 

4. The truth is one 
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 Seng Zhao gives a unique explanation as this. “In the light of the first real truth, there  

is neither accomplishment nor attainment, but according to conventional conception 

there is accomplishment as well as attainment”). The most important idea  put forward 

by Seng Zhao is that  these are not  two truths but the two ways of expression of one 

truth; it means truth is only one (其致一也).  This idea was clearly expressed in the 

early Buddhist books as follows, “Truths indeed are not many and various”  (Neheva 

saccāni bahūni nānā).  “truth is one without a second” (Ekamhi sacca  na 

dutiyamatthi) .  Therefore, we can clearly point out that the definition of truth by Seng 

Zhao is more similar to early Buddhism than the explanation given by the Nāgārjuna and 

Pāli commentators. This is a very important fact  that can be seen in Bu Zhen Kong Lun,   

by  Seng Zhao.  

 

5. Sunya and paticcasamuppada interpreated by Sheng Zhao 

 Next he describes  the connection between emptiness and the theory of course and effect. 

(Paiccasamuppāda) He says that the things arise from causes and relative courses, so 

they are non- existent, but because they do arise there from, so they are not non-

existent.(32) Further more, he says  that if being cannot be itself being, and must depend 

upon causes and relative causes for coming into existence, then it can be known that it is 

no real being. As it is no ‘real being’ it cannot be called ‘Being’ though existent.    He 

explains that therefore, all dharma cannot be regarded as existent, because ultimately 

there is the reason for their being non existent;  and cannot be regarded as non -existent 

as well because there is equally  reason for their not being non- existent.  And also he 

says that if we say all is existent, this existent is not produced from reality. If we say all is 

non-existent we see all phenomena are obviously there. The phenomenal appearances are 

not really existent, yet they are unreal. As they are unreal, they are then not really 

existent.   Up to this point the meaning of the Unreal-void becomes quite clear.  

 

6. Inadequacy  of language  
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Next, he pays attention to the inadequacy  of language to explain  this kind of deep and 

subtle concept which should be perceived by one’s own sense or extra sensory perception 

as follow: 

“…as the name matter  is applied to matter that which is thus nominated can be 

called matter, as the name matter is applied to non-matter, it is still non matter 

though called matter. A thing does not come to actuality by following it’s name. 

Therefore, the real truth alone remains silent beyond nominations and 

descriptions.  How can it be define by words?”.. 

 

          Early Buddhism also discusses the problem of language and points out that it is not 

adequate to explain the some deep concepts such as Nibbāna. Most of the time, it is seen 

the problem of the language has arisen in discussions concerned with subjects such as  

supra-mundane  and extrasensory perceptions. Seng Zhao too says that the real truth of 

the world ( 真谛-Sanskrit; Paramārtha satya, Pāli; Paramattha sacca) is ineffable, beyond   

language . To denote this meaning he has given the example of the connection between 

matter and its name. Matter does not come to actuality by following its name and name 

does not step in to reality by following the matter. But, we can see every thing in the 

world has two kind of meanings as deep and normal, of which one similar to the first 

truth(第一真谛),  the real  truth or Paramattha sacca(真谛),  and the other second truth， 

conventional truth or Sammuti sacca(  俗谛).  But we can point out that the problem of 

language has not only arisen in the explanation of the first truth but also in the second 

truth. But it does not mean that the  language should be completely rejected in explaining 

the real truth. It is very clear that Seng Zhao too agrees as the possibility of using 

language to explain the real truth so far(24).   

 

 He further added that, therefore, all dharma are under false name, and unreal. 

(假号不真). They are comparable to a human figure created by magic (Māyā). It is 

not that there is no human figure but that human figure is not a real man. Therefore, 

the name does not correspond to the substance  and the substance does not correspond to 

the name. If names and substances do not coincide, where are the objects in the 
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universe?. Seng Zhao questioned thus, and he says that it is merely a wrong name long 

ever since. 

 (故知万物非真，假号久矣)。(33). So it is clear that the real nature of the things cannot 

be expressed  as it is, with the language we use, and but it does not mean that there are 

no-things. Things remain but they are  selflessness (xing kong-svabhava sunya 

)(以其即万物之自虚，不假虚而虚物也) (35). It doesn’t mean that there is no thing or 

nihilism. In this manner sheng zhao tried to prevent  sunyata being viewed from the 

nihilistic point of view.  
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